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ABSTRACT
Efficiency and efficacy are two desirable properties of the utmost
importance for any evaluation metric having to do with Standard
Dynamic Range (SDR) imaging or High Dynamic Range (HDR)
imaging. However, these properties are hard to achieve simulta-
neously. On the one side, metrics like HDR-VDP2.2 are known to
mimic the human visual system (HVS) very accurately, but its high
computational cost prevents its widespread use in large evaluation
campaigns. On the other side, computationally cheaper alternatives
like PSNR or MSE fail to capture many of the crucial aspects of the
HVS. In this work, we try to get the best of the two worlds: we
present NoR-VDPNet++, an improved variant of a previous deep
learning-based metric for distilling HDR-VDP2.2 into a convolu-
tional neural network (CNN). In this work, we try to get the best of
the two worlds: we present NoR-VDPNet++, an improved version
of a deep learning-based metric for distilling HDR-VDP2.2 into a
convolutional neural network (CNN).
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1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATEDWORK
In Computer Graphics, Computer Vision, and Imaging, the qual-
ity of synthetic images is commonly assessed either through user
studies or through objective metrics. Although the former typically
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produce more reliable results, user studies tend to be cumbersome
to run since a considerable amount of time is often required (e.g.,
from weeks to months in some cases) given that a large number
of participants and images should be involved. Therefore, objec-
tive metrics are generally preferred in real applicative scenarios.
Objective metrics are nonetheless fairly reliable too, and that is
especially true for implementations rooting on the simulation of
(complex) aspects of the human visual system (HVS). HDR-VDP2.2
[Narwaria et al. 2015] is a good example and has indeed become
fairly popular in the field of high dynamic range (HDR) and standard
dynamic range (SDR) imaging, and amongst the standardization
community thanks to its high reliability. Unfortunately, its high
computational cost precludes HDR-VDP2.2 from being employed
in several quality assessment scenarios such as standardization,
where large databases of high-resolution videos are customarily
involved. Moreover, metrics like HDR-VDP2.2 are bounded by the
availability of a so-called reference image (a ground truth image
against to which the quality of a processed image is to be assessed),
which might in some cases be difficult, or even impossible, to ob-
tain. This altogether motivates the need for efficient, yet effective,
objective metrics able to predict visual significant differences of test
images and that do so (i) in real-time, and (ii) in the absence of a
ground truth reference whenever this reference is missing. Recently,
convolutional neural networks (CNN) based metrics have been
proposed both for full-reference (DIQM) [Artusi et al. 2019] and
no-reference scenarios (NoR-VDPNet) [Banterle et al. 2020]. These
methods showed how objective metrics like HDR-VDP2.2[Narwaria
et al. 2015] and DRIIM [Aydın et al. 2008] could be accurately dis-
tilled, yielding similar results in real-time. In this work, we present
NoR-VDPNet++, an improved variant of [Banterle et al. 2020] that
achieves higher accuracy using fewer parameters and preserving
real-time performance.

2 DISTILLING IMAGE QUALITY METRICS
AND ULTRA-AGED DISTILLATIONS

NoR-VDPNet [Banterle et al. 2020] accomplishes the conversion
of HDR-VDP2.2 [Narwaria et al. 2015] into a no-reference model
encoded as a CNN. This is achieved by training a CNN architecture
(see top architecture in Figure 1) using a medium-large dataset
(i.e., more than 70,000 examples with/without reference) of SDR
and HDR images for different scenarios such as SDR distortions
detection (blur, noise, quantization, etc.), JPEG-XT compression
artifacts, etc. Each example pair consists of a distorted image and
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the quality value that HDR-VDP2.2 calculates using its reference.
Note that the key for distilling HDR-VDP2.2 into a no-reference
metric comes down to omitting the reference during training.

We improve the training stability by applying Batch Normaliza-
tion [Ioffe and Szegedy 2015] to the data flow, thus re-centering
and re-scaling the data and effectively reducing the covariate shift
between layers. This allowed us to train the network for a much
larger number of epochs (up to 1000) than was done before (only 75
in [Banterle et al. 2020]) and this resulted in a reduction of the error
prediction. The addition of Batch Normalization, however, slightly
penalizes the time required for performing a forward pass through
the network layers —in other words, the whole network becomes
slower in a production deployment. We managed to compensate for
this by removing the last two convolutional layers of the network
without sacrificing performance. The resulting network achieves a
lower prediction error than the original NoR-VDPNet but still pre-
serves real-time performance. Figure 1 shows NoR-VDPNet before
(upper) and after (bottom) these changes.

Figure 1: The new NoR-VDPNet++ architecture: At the top, the pre-
vious architecture [Banterle et al. 2020]. At the bottom, the new ar-
chitecturewhere BatchNormalization is added before ReLU and the
last convolutional layers have been removed.

We trained the new NoR-VDPNet++ for Scenario 1 (detection of
distortions in SDR images) and Scenario 2 (detection of compression
artifacts in HDR images), both from the DIQM dataset [Artusi et al.
2019]. We used Adam as the optimizer with default parameters
and learning rate initialized to 1e-5 and halved whenever a plateau
is reached. We trained this new model for 1000 epochs for each
scenario.

To assess the quality of the predictions that our new (no-reference)
model delivers, we compared the Mean Squared Error (MSE) of the
predictions against the (fully-reference) target quality values (as
produced by HDR-VDP2.2) for the test datasets of Scenario 1 and
Scenario 2. The differences in performance between NoR-VDPNet++
and NoR-VDPNet, as measured in terms of MSE are statistically sig-
nificant at a high confidence level (α = 0.005) with p-value=8.17e-3
(µnew=8.83e-4 and µold=1.10e-3, respectively) for Scenario 1, and
p-value=3.18e-5 (µnew=3.96e-5 and µold=6.48e-5, respectively) for
Scenario 2. Regarding the time efficiency, the new architecture is 4%
slower than the original one (due to the addition of Batch Normal-
ization) as clocked on the very same machine1, but still maintains
1A Linux machine (Ubuntu 18.04) equipped with an Intel CPU Core i7-7800X (3.50
GHz) with 64 GB of memory and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 GPU with 8 GB of

real-time performance; e.g., NoR-VDPNet++ manages to evaluate
4MPixel images in no more than 32ms. Being a real-time metric al-
lows NoR-VDPNet++ to be employed in several optimization-based
applications for imaging; see Figure 2. Furthermore, the method
can be used to assess the quality of renderings to determine how
many path-samples to shoot after a few iterations.
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Figure 2: An application of NoR-VDPNet++, the parameters selec-
tion of the tone mapping operator for compressing HDR images
using JPEG-XT. On the left side, a false-color HDR image. On the
right side, the tone-mapped version with parameters selected by
NoR-VDPNet++, which are optimal for JPEG-XT compression.

3 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented NoR-VDPNet++, an improved variant of [Ban-
terle et al. 2020] that achieves more reliable quality scores while
keeping real-time performance. This allows NoR-VDPNet++ to be
employed in any real-time constrained application such as opti-
mization processes for parameter selections as those required for
JPEG-XT compression, denoising, or inverse tone mapping, to name
a few, that remained out of reach for expensive metrics like HDR-
VDP2.2 up to now.
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